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Abstract: One of the most significant indicators of heart and cardiovascular health is blood pressure
(BP). Blood pressure (BP) has gained great attention in the last decade. Uncontrolled high blood
pressure increases the risk of serious health problems, including heart attack and stroke. Recently,
machine/deep learning has been leveraged for learning a BP from photoplethysmography (PPG)
signals. Hence, continuous BP monitoring can be introduced, based on simple wearable contact
sensors or even remotely sensed from a proper camera away from the clinical setup. However,
the available training dataset imposes many limitations besides the other difficulties related to the
PPG time series as high-dimensional data. This work presents beat-by-beat continuous PPG-based
BP monitoring while accounting for the aforementioned limitations. For a better exploration of
beats’ features, we propose to use wavelet scattering transform as a better descriptive domain to
cope with the limitation of the training dataset and to help the deep learning network accurately
learn the relationship between the morphological shapes of PPG beats and the BP. A long short-
term memory (LSTM) network is utilized to demonstrate the superiority of the wavelet scattering
transform over other domains. The learning scenarios are carried out on a beat basis where the
input corresponding PPG beat is used for predicting BP in two scenarios; (1) Beat-by-beat arterial
blood pressure (ABP) estimation, and (2) Beat-by-beat estimation of the systolic and diastolic blood
pressure values. Different transformations are used to extract the features of the PPG beats in different
domains including time, discrete cosine transform (DCT), discrete wavelet transform (DWT), and
wavelet scattering transform (WST) domains. The simulation results show that using the WST domain
outperforms the other domains in the sense of root mean square error (RMSE) and mean absolute
error (MAE) for both of the suggested two scenarios.

Keywords: photoplethysmography (PPG); continuous blood pressure monitoring; arterial blood
pressure (ABP); LSTM; deep learning; wavelet scattering transform; regression

1. Introduction

The control of blood pressure (BP) is crucial, making regular BP monitoring a signifi-
cant concern. According to the World Health Organization (WHO) [1], 17.9 million people
die each year from cardiovascular illnesses. The American Society of Anesthesiologists
(ASA) has outlined basic anesthetic monitoring criteria [2], recommending blood pressure
checks every 5 min to ensure the patient’s circulatory system functions properly.

According to the ASA, blood pressure should be taken every 5 min to ensure the
proper functioning of the patient’s circulatory system. Typically, BP is represented through
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three essential readings, including systolic, diastolic, and mean pressure, which are defined
as follows: the pressure imposed on the walls of blood arteries by blood at the conclusion
of systolic ventricular contraction is known as systolic blood pressure (SBP); the pressure
imposed on the blood vessel walls at the conclusion of diastole, or relaxation, is known as
diastolic blood pressure (DBP); and the pressure that determines the average rate of blood
flow through systemic arteries is known as mean pressure.

Continuous arterial blood pressure (ABP) represents the gold standard of BP monitor-
ing; however, it is difficult to measure in routine clinical practice because it is performed
via arterial cannulation by a trained operator. Auscultatory, oscillometry, tonometry, and
volume clamping methods are commonly used in traditional BP monitoring.

Traditional blood pressure monitoring techniques have two main drawbacks. Firstly,
they require special instruments that may not be available to everyone. Secondly, these
methods are not always suitable for babies and elderly individuals. As a result, using
existing technologies is challenging, as they are unsafe for high-rate usage. Frequent
use of cuff-based BP monitoring at a high rate can cause a measurement error due to
the deterioration of the mechanical parts. Hence, continuous BP monitoring cannot be
effectively carried out through traditional non-invasive approaches.

Recently, photoplethysmography (PPG) signals have been leveraged for continuous
BP monitoring through simple wearable devices [3–5] through simple wearable devices [6].
PPG signal represents changes in blood volume in the skin blood vessels by tracking fine
variations in the absorbed/reflected infrared light intensity due to blood pulsation. These
changes not only explain blood volume but also provide information on blood flow and
red blood cell orientation.

Thanks to the publicly available MIMIC II dataset (Multi-parameter Intelligent Mon-
itoring in Intensive Care) [7], which provides joint PPG–ABP data along with electrocar-
diogram (ECG) signals. Numerous research efforts have been dedicated to inferring the
relationship between PPG and BP based on these available datasets through machine
learning [8–13] and deep-learning techniques [14–19].

In this paper, we propose an efficient approach for beat-by-beat BP estimation from
PPG signals utilizing different feature extraction methods and deep learning techniques.
Different learning scenarios are carried out in this study: (1) estimation of ABP beats from
the corresponding PPG beats, and (2) estimation of BP values (SBP and DBP) from the
corresponding PPG beats.

Section 2 discusses recently published BP estimation methods, the motivation,
and challenges of BP estimation, and finally it presents the contributions of our study.
Section 3 presents the datasets and preprocessing techniques used in the study. Section 4
explains the proposed method. Section 5 presents the results of the proposed method.
Section 6 summarizes the study and highlights some lines of our future work.

2. Related Works

Recently, several BP estimation methods have been proposed in the literature, lever-
aging machine and deep learning techniques. Literature in the field of BP monitoring can
be categorized into two main groups: BP estimation and ABP waveform reconstruction.
These clusters are based on both PPG and ECG signals.

For example, the authors in the work presented in [13] extracted features from con-
tact PPG to train a neural network for BP determination. This system has undergone
experimentation on patients. In [14], deep learning networks have been evaluated for
BP estimation based on both contact PPG and camera-based remote PPG (rPPG) signals.
A spectro-temporal deep neural network is employed to estimate BP in [15]. The authors
used the MIMIC III database to train the network after many prepossessing operations.
The authors used the MIMIC II database [7] to train the network after many prepossessing
operations. The experimental results showed that the mean absolute errors were 9.43 and
6.88 for SBP and DBP, respectively.
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Instead of using a single PPG sensor approach, two sensors were employed to estimate
BP in [17,20–24]. In the work presented in [23], the authors suggested using the pulse transit
time (PTT) and pulse arrival time (PAT) with the PPG signal that is collected using the
contact method to find the blood pressure. The time it takes for a pressure wave to transition
between two artery sites is known as the PTT. Authors in the work presented in [23]
investigated the relationship between BP and PTT in various scenarios. The pulse arrival
time is the amount of time that elapses between when the heart is electrically stimulated
and when the pulse wave reaches a certain location on the body (PAT). To rephrase, PAT
is the combination of the PTT plus the isovolumic contraction duration and ventricular
electromechanical delay, collectively termed as the pre-ejection period (PEP) delay. PAT is
still employed in the literature because of its simplicity even though it has been discovered
that it can lower diastolic pressure accuracy.

In addition to using a cuffless method, pulse wave velocity (PWV) can be used to
estimate blood pressure as well. This strategy is based on the hypothesis that BP may be
roughly estimated from the speed of the heartbeat pulse. In the work presented in [21],
the authors confirmed the relationship between PWV and SBP by experiments applied to
63 volunteers. Jointly using two kinds of signals, ECG and PPG signals, this method is
not recommended because it needs signals from two different sensors. Also, the estimated
signals in this scheme need more refinements to be clearer. In the work presented in [25],
a scheme to convert the PPG signal to the ABP signal has been introduced using the
federated learning approach. The simulation results explained that the mean absolute error
was improved to reach 2.54 mmHg. In contrast, the standard deviation was 23.7 mmHg for
the mean arterial blood pressure.

In the work presented in [26], a unique blood pressure estimation technique based
on the feature of PPG signals using LSTM and PCA was presented. The raw PPG signals
were employed to extract 12 time-domain features. Moreover, ten features were extracted
from the raw PPG signals using principal component analysis (PCA). By using the long
short-term memory network (LSTM) model, all sets of features were merged to produce
22 features for blood pressure estimation. The LSTM model was adopted to implement
a waveform-based technique for continuous BP measurement from ECG and PPG wave-
forms [27]. The model had two layers: one artificial neural network (ANN) that trained the
features from signal sound waves and another LSTM that created the temporal correlation
between the relatively low hierarchy’s extracted features with output SBP and DBP values.
This model’s performance is highly dependent on the ECG and PPG cycles. A hybrid
CNN-RNN model is adopted as well to estimate BP from PPG signals. In [28], a phase
network is proposed for BP estimation. The first phase preferred two CNNs to extract
features from PPG segments before estimating the systolic and diastolic blood pressures
independently. The second phase applied LSTM to capture temporal dependencies. In this
model CNN network is used as a feature extractor and LSTM is used as the BP estimator.

On the other hand, the ABP waveform is approximated using two deep learning
models [17]. An approximation network, which is a one-dimensional U-Net network fed
with PPG and ECG signals, was first used to estimate the waveform. Then, an iterative
network to resolve the estimated BP waveforms is employed. Then, ABP is used to calculate
SBP and DBP by finding the maximum and minimum values of the ABP signal, respectively.
In another research [29], a 1D V-Net deep learning algorithm for BP waveform prediction
is used. The model is fed with two signals (ECG and PPG). The main problem is that
the model necessitates a large amount of input variables as well as noninvasive blood
pressure indicators.

Furthermore, the work presented in [30] explored the use of a cycle generative adver-
sarial network (Cycle GAN) to assess BP waveforms employing PPG data. The authors
estimated the waveforms using a transformer and a convolutional network, using data
from the same subject for training and testing, which may impact the realism of the results.
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2.1. Challenges and Motivations

Data quality: Clean data is mainly required for fully exploiting deep-learning power.
However, any practical dataset needs some cleaning for excluding deformed signals, hence,
mitigating disturbing the training operations. Cleaning is performed because defected
(deformed) signals are invalid for training. Strict data cleaning reduces the amount of
available data essentially to the extent that becomes insufficient for the network to infer the
underlying phenomena.

PPG nature as time series: The nature of the PPG signal can be described as a time
series or high dimensional data. The different signals exhibit general deformation and
translation. Moreover, based on our observations, there are many PPG classes or shapes
related to the same BP range. So, learning these complicated relationships requires effective
feature simplification before the deep learning stage. Two difficulties were reported during
the examination of PPG/ABP signals. There was a shift in the foot position in some
PPG signals, and the foot position was not clear in others due to poor signal recording.
The position of the peak and foot must be clear and consistent to extract the correct feature
values. As a result, the wavelet scattering transform (SWT) was used to overcome the
two previously mentioned challenges.

Training Bases: Using Beat-by-Beat training rather than signal-based training.
Available data: In this work, we focus on BP monitoring from PPG signals only rather

than using both PPG and ECG signals.

2.2. Contributions

For a better exploration of beats’ features, we propose to merge deep learning with
efficient feature extraction means to cope with the limitation of the training dataset and
to help the deep learning network accurately learn the relationship between the morpho-
logical shapes of PPG beats and the BP. Hence, deep learning models are applied to a
better representative domain rather than the time domain. So, we can summarize our
contributions as follows:

First, wavelet scattering transform (WST) is applied to provide an efficient feature
extraction prior to deep learning stage. It adds shift invariance property along with some
resistance to local deformation.

Second, the performance of WST is compared against different feature extraction
domains including time domain, discrete wavelet transforms (DWT), and discrete cosine
transform (DCT).

Third, two different learning scenarios are carried out on a beat basis where the input
PPG beat is used for predicting:

• Scenario 1: Corresponding complete the ABP beat. Here, ABP beats are estimated
from the corresponding PPG beats.

• Scenario 2: Just systolic, and diastolic BP values. In this scenario, BP values (SBP and
DBP) are estimated from the corresponding PPG beats.

3. Materials Used

This section describes the dataset employed in the proposed deep-learning scenarios.
Also, the pre-processing operations are described as well.

3.1. Data Set

The combined PPG-ABP data, which is needed as input to the learning models,
is provided by Physionet’s MIMIC II data collection (Multi-parameter Intelligent Moni-
toring in Intensive Care) [31]. In [17], a better-assembled version of the data is provided
publically. An inspection of that data set, however, indicates a high number of erroneous
PPG and ABP signals. That dataset will be used to produce a simultaneously cleaned
PPG-ABP dataset [32] that will be fed into two deep learning-based BP estimation models.
This original data set contains 12,000 records of varying lengths. In each record, ABP (inva-
sive arterial blood pressure in millimeters of mercury), PPG (photoplethysmograph from
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fingertip), and ECG (electrocardiogram from channel II) data are taken at Fs = 125 samples
per second. However, we’re just interested in the PPG beats and the ABP labels/beats that
go with them. For efficient processing and filtering, records are separated into 1024 sample
pieces. So far, 30,660 signals have been introduced. Figure 1 shows an example for dataset
sample including the PPG signal and the corresponding ABP ground truth signal. For being
used, these signals are aligned, segmented, and cleaned to use only valid beats.
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Figure 1. An example dataset sample includes the PPG signal and the corresponding ABP signal.

3.2. Preprocessing

PPG signals can only be pre-processed using any boosting method (for example, band-
pass filtering in the [0.5–8] Hz frequency range) as long as their morphological form is not
altered. On the other hand, the ABP signal cannot be manipulated since any attempt to
increase its quality changes its magnitude, which shows the BP value. During the beat
segmentation step, PPG beats will also be altered, but corresponding ABP beats will be kept
alone. Without filtering, significantly distorted ABP signals or beats must be eliminated.

4. Methodology

In this work, continuous beat-by-beat BP monitoring is proposed based on the wavelet
scattering transform. We are motivated by wavelet scattering transform capabilities that
meet the underlying challenges imposed by the usage of the available dataset. WST
provides unsupervised feature extraction, hence; the training is performed on the better
representative feature domain rather than the noisy time domain. It is recommended to
merge the ScatNet with conventional deep learning networks such as the convolutional
neural network (CNN) to enhance its learning performance and stability [33–36]. However,
for 1-D signals or time series modeling, recurrent neural networks (RNNs) such as long
short-term memory (LSTM) is preferred over CNNs. So, ScatNet is used in the first stage
for simplifying signal features followed by the LSTM network in the next stage for training
on the simplified representations. Specifically, the ScatNet introduces trustworthy feature
retrieval at various beat sizes along with invariance to shift/rotation and small deformation.
Hence, it absorbs some of the encountered dataset artifacts.

We introduce two BP prediction scenarios (shown in Figure 2): (1) Beat-by-beat
cPPG/ABP mapping: The training is performed for mapping individual PPG beats into
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corresponding ABP beats. Hence, SBP/DBP (systolic/diastolic BPs) can be found as the
maximum/minimum values of the output ABP beat. (2) Beat-by-beat cPPG-to-SBP/DBP
mapping: The training is performed for mapping individual contact PPG (cPPG) beats
into corresponding SBP/DBP values directly. The two scenarios are performed on a beat
basis to provide continuous beat-by-beat BP minoring. Hence, the PPG signal is segmented
into beats and the time interval is recorded. Beat-by-beat selection is performed to select
valid beats for training, testing, and validation. Notably, the time indexes of all beats
are normalized to be with a fixed length, which helps to improve the performance and
training stability of the deep learning model. The time interval of each beat is used as extra
data in the training, testing, and validation processes in the case of time domain features.
The corresponding ABP signals are segmented as well into beats, however, the ABP beats
are normalized in time, but not in amplitude. In the second scenario, the normalized PPG
beats are used with the BP (SBP and DBP) for each beat for training, validation, and testing.
The following processes are applied to estimate BP in both scenarios. The proposed system
is evaluated with the remotely estimated PPG (rPPG) to estimate ABP and BP.
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Figure 2. Proposed blood pressure monitoring system (testing phase). In the Raw Signal block,
the red, green, and blue colors stand for the three channels of RGB images.

4.1. Preprocessing Stage

To remove the contaminating noise, PPG signals are passed through a bandpass filter
in the cardiac frequencies [0.5–8 Hz] where the fundamental frequency is in this range a
round fundamental frequency, and its first harmonics.

4.2. Signal Segmentation

The filtered signal is divided into beats in this stage so that each beat may be addressed
separately. The identification of local minimum locations serves as the foundation for signal
segmentation. The local minimum locations for the filtered signal are shown in Figure 3.
A crucial feature of the beats is the beat interval (BI), which is the period between each pair
of successive minimums [37].
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4.3. Beat Selection

Not all the beats are valid for training, testing, validation, and BP prediction. Therefore,
three criteria are used for selecting valid beats. Figure 4 shows plots for different segmented
beats of the filtered signal with valid and invalid beats. In this figure, it can be shown
that many beats are not valid, i.e., with irregular shapes. These beats may disturb the DL
network in both training and testing processes.
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To reject these beats, the following criteria are used [32]:
Beat interval (BI): the standard range of the heart rate is [40–180 bpm] which corre-

sponds beat interval in the range [1.5–0.33] second. Therefore, we use only beats with beat
intervals in the range 0.33 ≤ BI ≤ 1.5. Figure 4a shows examples for valid and invalid beats
in sense of BI. One of the beats shown in this figure has BI of 1.25, even if this value is in
the valid range, it is far from the average value of the valid range which makes it not valid
in strict sense of BI.

Beat Skewness quality index (SQI): Skewness is defined as the difference between the
shape of the beat and the standard beat shape. The normal beats have positively skewed
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shapes. It is also can be called the right-skewed beat. A tail is referred to as the tapering of
the curve differently from the data points on the other side If the given beat is shifted to
the right and with its tail on the left side, it is a negatively skewed beat. It is also called a
left-skewed distribution. The skewness value of any distribution showing a negative skew
is always less than zero. SQI can be calculated as

SQI = ∑N
i=1 (Yi −Y∼)3/N

S3 (1)

where Yi is the beat’s amplitude at index i, Y~ is the mean, S is the standard deviation, and
N is the number of beat’s points. In this work, we restrict our beats with only positive SQI.
Moreover, the high positivity of SQI leads to a long-tailed beat which is not a normal beat.
In our work, we use valid beats with 0 ≤ SQI ≤ 1. Figure 4b shows examples of valid and
invalid beats in the sense of SQI. This figure shows three beats with SQI equals −0.9, −0.3
and 0.4. The first two values are negative which correspond invalid beats. On the other
hand, positive SQI corresponds to a valid beat in the sense of SQI.

Beat correlation quality index (CQI): The correlation with a standard beat can help
restrict beats to be within a valid range. However, the correlation should be not strict
that is CQI should be more than 0.3 to ensure rejecting highly deviated beats. Figure 4
demonstrates some of the accepted beats according to these criteria. Figure 4c shows
examples of valid and invalid beats in the sense of CQI. This figure shows beats with CQI
equals 0.13, 0.19 and 0.94. The first two beats are invalid in the sense of CQI and the third
one is a valid beat with a high correlation to a standard beat.

Some of the selected beats, based on the suggested three criteria, are shown in Figure 5.
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4.4. Deep Learning Model

WST is introduced as an effective tool for feature extraction. It provides shift-invariant
representation that is stable to rotation and local deformation [38]. In this way, it discards
the uninformative variations in the signal. So, it has been employed for ECG signal classifi-
cation [39]. It is regarded as a deep convolutional network (referred to as “ScatNet”) [40]
that cascades wavelet transforms and modules nonlinearity. It addresses the main chal-
lenges related to CNN networks, represented in: (1) the need for large training data and
computations, (2) the choice of many hyperparameters, and (3) the difficulty in interpreting
the features. Unlike CNN networks, the filters employed in the convolution stage in ScatNet
are computed without training. The feature coefficients are computed by WST as explained
in Section 4.5. Features can be explained and visualized efficiently [35]. The following
subsections describe both WST and LSTM networks. Figure 6 shows the proposed hybrid
deep-learning model along different feature extractors in different domains.
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4.5. Wavelet Scattering Transform (WST)

The proposed work employs a signal analysis technique known as wavelet scattering
transform to estimate the ABP signal from the PPG signal. The SWT was invented by
Stephane Mallat [40]. Its primary goal is to generate a representation of signals or images
for classification tasks and in this work, for the first time, we proposed SWT to estimate
ABP signal from PPG signal as a regression task. The preceding is accomplished by
developing a translation-invariant representation that is resistant to small time-warping
deformations. The magnitude of the FT is translation invariant but not stable to small-
time warping deformations and the WT is a translation covariant. To generate stability to
deformations, the SWT employs convolution with wavelets, nonlinearity applied through
modulus operations, and averaging via scaling functions or low-pass filters.

Wavelet transform is a common time-frequency analysis method that has multi-scale
and the stability of local deformation. It can extract local feature information from signals
well, but it will change over time and easily cause signal feature omission. Scattering
transform is an improved time-frequency analysis method based on wavelet transform.
The method is essentially an iterative process of complex wavelet transform, modulus oper-
ation, and low-pass filtering averaging. It overcomes the drawback of the wavelet transform
changing over time while also providing translation invariance, local deformation stability,
and rich feature information representation.

The SWT is divided into three stages that cascade:
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First, the signal x is decomposed and convolved with a dilated mother wavelet ψ of
center frequency λ, yielding x*ψλ.

Second, the convolved signal is subjected to a nonlinear modulus operator, which typ-
ically raises the signal frequency and can compensate for downsampling information loss.

Third, the absolute convolved signal is subjected to a time-average/low-pass filter in
the form of a scaling function, yielding |x ∗ ψλ| ∗∅J .

By using iterative wavelet decomposition, modular operation, and a low-pass filter,
the scattering transform creates invariant, stable, and informative signal feature represen-
tation. The process is essentially an iterative process that calculates the input signal and
the wavelet modulus operator. The first part of the wavelet modulus operator is known
as the invariant part Sx, and it is used as the order’s coefficient output. The second part is
known as the covariant part Ux, and it serves as the input to the next-order transformation.
The goal is to recover the high-frequency information that was lost during the invariant
part’s operation.

To compute the WST of a signal x, this signal is processed in three successive operations
to generate wavelet scattering coefficients in each stage. These operations are convolution,
nonlinearity, and averaging, respectively. Figure 7 displays multiresolution/multilayer
wavelet scattering transforms in which the scattering coefficients should be determined at
each layer [40] as follows:
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The zeroth-order scattering coefficients are calculated using basic input averaging
as follows:

S0x = x ∗∅J(u) (2)

U1x(u, λ) = |x ∗ ψλ(u)| (3)

Then, let U1x(u, λ) as the input of the first order of the scattering transform, a new
wavelet modulus operator is used to calculate the results.

S1x(u, λ) = U1x(u, λ) ∗∅J(u) = |x ∗ ψλ(u)| ∗∅J(u) (4)
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U2x(u, λ1, λ2) =
∣∣U1x(u, λ1) ∗ ψλ2(u)

∣∣
=

∣∣∣∣x ∗ ψλ1(u)
∣∣ ∗ ψλ2(u)

∣∣ (5)

The wavelet cluster ψλ2 in U2x(u, λ1, λ2) needs to satisfy the scale j1 > j2. Because
the energy is very small, when j1 > j2. Then, the iteration operation is repeated, and the
scattering output at m-order is as follows:

Smx(u, λ1, . . . , λm) =
∣∣. . .

∣∣x ∗ ψλ1

∣∣ . . . ∗ ψλm

∣∣ ∗∅J(u) (6)

Um+1x(u, λ1, . . . , λm+1) =
∣∣. . .

∣∣x ∗ ψλ1

∣∣ . . . ∗ ψλm+1(u)
∣∣ (7)

The final scattering coefficients are all the output sets of the scattering transform from
the 0th to the m-th order:

Sx = {S0x, S1x, . . . , Smx} (8)

4.6. LSTM Network

The LSTM neural networks for integrated channel equalization and symbol detection
are covered in this section. The proposed DL–LSTM-based BP and ABP estimate is trained
offline with simulated data.

Input, output, and forget gates, as well as a memory cell, comprise the LSTM structure
shown in Figure 8. The LSTM properly stores long-term memory via the forget and input
gates. The LSTM cell’s primary structure is depicted in Figure 8, in [41]. The forget
gate allows the LSTM to eliminate the unwanted data from the last process by using the
Presently used input Sxt and the cell output ht. Based on the preceding cell output ht−1
and the Present cell’s input xt, the input gate determines the data that will be utilized in
conjunction with the preceding LSTM cell state ct−1 to generate a new state of the cell ct.
LSTM may decide which data is discarded and which is maintained by using the forget
and input gates. LSTM has several advantages over other RNNs, such as their ability to
learn long-term dependencies and capture complex patterns in sequential data [41].
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5. Experimental Results and Discussion

In this section, the results of BP from PPG are reported according to two learning
scenarios: (1) Per-beat continuous PPG-to-ABP learning, and (2) Per-beat discrete PPG-
to-SBP/DBP learning scheme. These scenarios are shown in Figure 6, while the detailed
network configurations are described in Tables 1 and 2. Based on these two learning
scenarios, we are interested in studying the impact of the feature extraction stage on the
overall performance. So, different feature extractors are used besides WST.

Table 1. Network specifications.

Number of Beats 158,094

Beat Length (time samples) 120

Input Feature Domain

One of the following domains:

1- Time Domain.
2- DCT Domain.
3- DWT Domain.
4- WST Domain

Number of Channels 4 × 1 Layer array

Layer specifications

1- Sequence input with 120 dimensions
2- LSTM with 20 hidden units
3- Two fully connected layer
4- Regression Output mean-squared-error

Learning Rate 0.005

Number of Iterations per Epoch 191

Optimization function L2-Norm

Optimization method ADAM

Table 2. Input and output data size in the two used scenarios for different domains.

Per-Beat
Scenario Domain Time DCT DWT WST

PPG2ABP
Input size 121 × 1 120 × 1 120 × 1 120 × 1

Output size 120 × 1 120 × 1 120 × 1 120 × 1

PPG2SBP/DBP
Input size 121 × 1 120 × 1 120 × 1 120 × 1

Output size 2 × 1 2 × 1 2 × 1 2 × 1

The dataset which is cleaned in the work presented in [32] is used. It is the same as
that in MIMIC II [31] after cleaning using the cleaning criteria. It was split into training,
validation, and test sets on a beat basis to prevent contamination of the validation and test
set by training data.

The total number of beats in the training phase is 175,660 beats; 90% of these beats
(158,094 beats) are used for training and 10% of these beats (17,566 beats) are used for
validation. In the testing phase, 17,566 beats are used for testing.

We used the mean absolute error (MAE) metric to assess the performance of all
methods. We determined the prediction errors for the full dataset.
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The segmented PPG beats are normalized to be in the range [0–1] by using the follow-
ing equation.

Sn =
S−min(S)

max(S)−min(S)
(9)

where Sn is the normalized signal and S is the un-normalized beat. The normalized beats
are then normalized in time to be with a fixed length of 120. The time interval is used as
a feature besides the normalized beats. The corresponding ABP signals are also divided
into beats, however, the ABP beats are only normalized in terms of time and not amplitude.
The complete ABP beat represents the label for the first scenario, while only its maxima
(SBP) and minima (DBP) points are utilized for labeling in the second scenario.

For the two tested scenarios, beat-by-beat is used in training, validation, and testing
rather than signals, the input to the LSTM network is a beat (or corresponding feature
domain representation) with a length of 120 in addition to BI (in the case of time domain
features) as tabulated in Table 2. In the first scenario, ABP estimation, the output is a
sequence with a size equal to 120 × 1 for all feature domains. On the other hand, in the
second BP estimation scenario, the output is two values that are the SBP and the DBP, for all
feature domains.

5.1. Beat-by-Beat cPPG-to-ABP Mapping

The first scenario for estimating the BP is the estimation of the ABP which can be
thought of as the continuous-time BP. In this section, the ABP beats are estimated from the
corresponding PPG beats by using the LSTM network with a 120 × 1 sequence regressor
output layer. As the output represents a sequence and we are interested in the time series
ABP, there are seven possible training combinations for ABP estimation with different
feature domains. These combinations are (1) using time domain (TD) for PPG beats with BI
and TD for the ABP beats, (2) using DCT for PPG beats and TD for ABP, (3) using DCT for
PPG beats and DCT for ABP and then using IDCT for comparison and evaluation, (4) using
DWT for PPG beats and TD for ABP, (5) using DWT for PPG beats and DWT for ABP and
then using IDWT for comparison and evaluation, (6) using WST for PPG beats and TD for
ABP, (7) using WST for PPG beats and DWT for ABP and then using IDWT for comparison
and evaluation. The last case is done with the WST-DWT combination because WST is not
invertible and the DWT has the nearest features to the WST.

Table 3 shows the RMSE and MAE for the estimated ABP beats with different cases
and different feature domains. As expected, using WST outperforms the other feature
domains. Also, using the WST–DWT combination has a small enhancement compared to
the WST-TD case. This is due to that learning the relation between the WST of PPG and
DWT of the ABP is difficult and requires a complex network. Figure 9 shows an example of
the reconstructed ABP beats with different feature domains and different cases compared
to the ground truth ABP beat. As shown from this figure, the estimated ABP beat by using
WST–TD and WST–DWT are highly related and correlated to the ground truth ABP beat.

Table 3. Estimated beat-by-beat ABP evaluation using RMSE and MAE for different transformations.
Best values are highlighted in bold.

Domain Time DCT DWT WST

Case TD+BI-TD DCT-TD DCT-DCT DWT-TD DWT-DWT WST-TD WST-DWT

RMSE 11.1663 11.3587 11.5532 10.9905 10.8554 9.2084 8.9935

MAE 9.8877 10.0606 10.1669 9.7415 9.6080 7.7671 7.6257
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5.2. Evaluation of the Proposed Method Using cPPG Signals

Table 4 shows a comparison between different feature domains in the sense of RMS
error and MAE for the estimated SBP and DBP. From this table, it can be shown that using
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the time domain, DCT domain, or DWT domain has a small effect on the BP estimation due
to the sensitivity to the beat shift and scale. On the other hand, using WST has a recognized
improvement of the RMSE and MAE due to better feature localization and insensitivity to
shifting and scaling. Scattering plots of the predicted SBP and DBP versus the actual values
are shown in Figure 9. This figure is consistent with the RMSE and MAE values where the
predicted SBP and DBP are less scattered in the case of WST domain compared to the time,
DCT, and DWT domains.

Table 4. Estimated SBP and DBP evaluation using RMSE and MAE for different transformations.
Best values are highlighted in bold.

Domain Time DCT DWT WST

BP DBP SBP DBP SBP DBP SBP DBP SBP

RMSE 9.5636 17.6580 9.7477 17.9762 9.4865 17.3914 6.9164 14.2079

MAE 7.1212 13.5720 7.2472 13.9056 7.0517 13.3367 5.0945 10.8358

Figure 10 shows the relationship between the predicted (SBP and DBP) and the corre-
sponding ground truth values using different feature domains. This figure confirms the
superiority of the proposed WST-based method compared to other feature domains.
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5.3. Evaluation of the Proposed Method Using rPPG Signals

As the main goal of this work is to predict BP remotely by using a video camera,
the proposed system is evaluated with the public rPPG datasets [38] to show its performance
with rPPG signals. Similarly, the rPPG signals are segmented into beats and normalized to be
in the range [0–1] using Equation (9). The normalized beats are then normalized in time to be
with the fixed length (120). The time interval is used as a feature besides the normalized beats
for BP prediction.
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As in the case of cPPG, the performance of the predicted SBP and DBP by using different
DL networks with the rPPG datasets. Figure 11 shows plots of three examples for the estimated
ABP using beat-by-beat with different feature domains. From these figures, it can be shown
that using the scattering wavelet transform as a feature domain can track the maximum value
of ABP (SBP) as well as the minimum value of ABP (DBP). In addition, the mean absolute
error and mean square error for the estimated DBP and SBP from rPPG beats are shown in
Table 5.
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Figure 11. Three examples for the estimated ABP beats using different feature domains, including the
time domain, features in the DCT domain, features in the DWT domain, and features in the wavelet
scattering domain. (a) First example with reference SBP = 137 and DBP = 72, (b) second example with
reference SBP = 144 and DBP = 73, and (c) third example with reference SBP = 134.5 and DBP = 71.
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Table 5. Estimated SBP and DBP evaluation using RMSE and MAE for different transformations.
Best values are highlighted in bold.

Domain Time DCT DWT WST

BP DBP SBP DBP SBP DBP SBP DBP SBP

RMSE 11.1798 17.8066 11.7560 17.7062 11.2555 16.9441 11.2034 15.4742

MAE 11.1295 15.0720 11.5511 16.7606 10.0244 14.3486 9.5390 13.3852

5.4. Discussion

Utilizing LSTM time sequence-to-value regression, the estimation of systolic blood
pressure (SBP) and diastolic blood pressure (DBP) is performed based on the corresponding
photoplethysmography (PPG) features. Four feature domains are tested, including the time
domain, DCT domain, DWT domain, and WST domain.

In the time domain, beat interval information is included in the input sequence. Each
feature domain has its advantages: the time domain incorporates beat interval and PPG
behavior, linked to the behavior of arterial blood pressure (ABP) in the time domain,
reflecting BP behavior. However, time domain features necessitate a substantial dataset
and a complex network to directly extract deep features from PPG beats.

On the other hand, the DCT feature domain compresses beat features into a small
number of points, aiding in reducing input size with less deformation. In this study, full-
length DCT features were used for a fair comparison. The main drawback of this domain
is that error prediction of the DC and low-frequency components may yield destructive
results in BP and ABP estimation.

The DWT domain offers combinational features in both time and frequency, making it
suitable for ABP and BP estimation. However, it is sensitive to signal shifting and scaling,
common in PPG signals, potentially causing errors due to scaling and shifting. In contrast,
WST does not suffer from the effects of shifting and scaling in PPG beats. Therefore, WST
emerges as the most suitable feature extractor, aiding the LSTM network in learning the
relationship between PPG and ABP, and subsequently facilitating accurate BP estimation.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

Recently, blood pressure (BP) has been learned from electrocardiogram (ECG) and/or
photoplethysmography (PPG) signals through machine learning or deep learning ap-
proaches. In this paper, we present beat-by-beat BP estimation from PPG beats only,
employing a hybrid feature extraction and deep-learning approach. Two learning sce-
narios are introduced using different feature domains, namely, (1) per-beat continuous
PPG-to-ABP mapping, and (2) per-beat PPG-to-SBP/DBP learning. The feature domain
is introduced to assist the deep learning network in understanding the complex rela-
tionships between PPG and arterial blood pressure (ABP) waveforms and overcoming
limitations in the training dataset. Among the applied feature extractors, wavelet scattering
transform (WST) outperforms other feature domains in terms of root mean square error
(RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE). Additionally, the reconstructed ABP beats exhibit
a high correlation with the ground truth ABP when using WST–TD and WST–DWT. As
future work, it is suggested to (1) replace LSTM with another deep learning network,
and (2) explore changes in the WST filtering based on another complex wavelet.
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